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The Horological Tool Chapter of NAWCC 
 
The Tool Enthusiasts’ Round-Up is the newsletter 
of the Horological Tool Chapter #173 of the 
National Association of Watch and Clock 
Collectors Inc., a non-profit educational 
organization.  This chapter and its newsletter are 
intended to foster interaction among NAWCC 
members who share a common interest in the use 
and collection of horological tools of all sorts.  If 
you have an item you have researched, a book of 
interest, or notes on a project you have made, please 
consider sharing your knowledge with others 
through the newsletter.  Editorial help and writing 
assistance are available to help you organize an 
article.  Submissions should be sent to the Editor. 
 
The annual chapter dues of $10 will ensure that 
members receive the newsletter and are included in 
the Membership Directory when it is published.  
Members are also entitled to one classified ad in 
each issue.  If you are interested in joining this 
chapter, which will meet at various large regionals 
and also at the National Convention each year, 
please send your annual dues to the Chapter 
Secretary/Treasurer. 
 
 
Board of Directors 
 
President: Harvey Schmidt 
75-80 179th St. – Flushing, NY 11366 
(718) 969-0847, Email: wwlathlot@aol.com 
 
Vice President: Ron Bechler 
726 Royal Glen Drive, San Jose, CA 95127 
(408) 926-3212, Email: ronbechler@comcast.net 
 
Secretary/Treasurer: Dave Kern 
5 Hilltop Drive, Manhasset, NY 11030 
(516) 627-1012, Email: dkern@optonline.net 
 
Editorial Director: Bruce Forman 
234 Eagle Ridge Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46385 
(219) 763-4748, email: forman21@netzero.net 
 

 

 
Editor’s Message – People Make the Difference  
 
This is the third issue of the “Tool Enthusiasts’ 
Round-Up” since I became editor.  Thanks to the 
efforts of our members, I am happy to report that 
Chapter 173 is actually growing in size  This is a 
direct result of our Vice President, Ron Beckler, 
who has single handedly doubled our membership 
in only a few short months.   
 
Reid Ziegler and Tom Hammond have joined the 
editorial team and are now helping the editor 
produce the newsletter.  Tom Hammond has 
authored a wonderful article in this issue concerning 
the brand name lathes sold by Henry Paulson & Co. 
and we hope he will continue to be a contributor to 
our newsletter.  His tool photography is excellent as 
illustrated on the front cover of this issue. 
 
Reid Ziegler stepped up to the plate when the Editor 
was unable to print the newsletter on his old ink jet 
printer.  This threatened to send the newsletter into 
a black and white format that would have been 
printed at Staples.  I am happy to report that Reid 
printed both the Fall and Winter issue of the 
newsletter and at a fraction of the cost of what 
Staples would have charged.   
 
Hovering somewhere in the background is our 
Treasurer, Dave Kern, who has the thankless job of 
cashing all of those 10 dollar dues checks and 
recording our financial expenditures.  He is also the 
man behind the scenes with the organizational skills 
that can make things happen.   
 
I would like to mention that several of our members 
are contributing to the publication thru the Reader’s 
Feedback and the Query Column.  With so little 
written information available about tools, this is one 
way we can exchange information.   
 
In closing, I wish to thank all of the Tool Chapter 
Volunteers for their help this year and I look 
forward to bigger and better things in the future. 
 
Bruce Forman 
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MULTIPLE ORIGINS FOR PAULSON SUPREME LATHES 
 

I first became aware of the Paulson lathes from Donald de Carle’s book “The Watchmaker’s Lathe and how to 
use it” which states (p. 138 in my 1980 edition),  “A German-made lathe manufactured to the specifications and 
requirements of Henry Paulson & Co., 131 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 3, Ill., U.S.A.”  From several 
details of the comparative designs illustrated, I assumed that the German firm making these lathes for Paulson 
was Boley & Leinen of Esslingen, Germany.  I later obtained one of these fine lathes, and have found it a well-
thought-out and practical tool. [ Figure 1] 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  The German Made Paulson Lathe 
 

Watching eBay several months ago, I noticed an auction for a partial (missing its tailstock) Paulson lathe which 
seemed to match the one I had, except that the seller stated explicitly that it was marked “U.S.A.”  Dubious 
about this, I decided to bid on it, and somewhat to my surprise, at a most reasonable price, became the new 
owner.  Generally these lathes seem to sell at a considerable premium, but perhaps the absence of the usual 
collet-holding tailstock discouraged other bidders. 
 
When it arrived [Figure 2] I confirmed that it was indeed a Paulson lathe and that it looked quite similar, other 
than the different oil reservoirs, to the familiar German-sourced lathes. [Figure 1]  Furthermore, it was indeed 
marked, on the front end of the headstock, “PAULSON” and “MADE IN U.S.A.” In comparison, the German 
made lathe is marked “HENRY PAULSON & Co.” and “MADE IN GERMANY.” [Figure 3]  Examining 
further, I discovered that there were some dimensional differences between the two lathes.  The American lathe 
had a slightly wider bed, and a higher center height, 2.00 inches (50.8 mm), versus the German lathe 1.969 
inches (50 mm).  [See Figures 4 and 5]  



 

 
 
 

Figure 2, The American Made Paulson Lathe 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.  Markings on the American made lathe (left) and the German made lathe (right). 



 
 

Figure 4.  The American lathe had a slightly wider bed, and a higher center height, 2.00 inches (50.8 mm). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.   The German lathe had a center height, 1.969 inches (50 mm). 
 



 
 

Figure 6.  A page from the Paulson catalogue, circa 1932. 
 

 



The only other information I have in my possession concerning the Paulson firm is a large 920 page catalogue 
titled “Paulson’s Material and Supplies for Watchmakers, Jewelers, and Opticians”.  This catalog is undated by 
the publisher but on the fourth page is the hand-written date “6/2/32".  At the time when this catalog was 
published, Paulson was located at 37 South Walbash Ave., Chicago, Illinois, and appears to have been a major 
supply house for watchmakers.  At the appropriate alphabetical section for lathes, the catalog shows the “New 
Model Moseley” for $42.10; the “Webster-Whitcomb” for $75; the “Derbyshire Large”, also for $75; the 
“Derbyshire Elect” for $120; and the “Finest Quality Imported” lathe for $37.50.  Then more than 750 pages 
later, almost at the end of the catalog, is the page which I have scanned for Figure 6.  This looks to me like the 
German-made lathe, but the oil cups are the only conspicuous “tell” and they could easily have been changed on 
my example of the American-made lathe.  The price of $42.50 with 12 chucks puts it at about the same level as 
the imported lathe, but there is no statement of its origin.   
 
So which lathe did Paulson brand name first, the American made lathe, to be replaced by the German made 
lathe, or was it vice-versa?  And who may have been the actual maker of the American-made product?  Any 
guesses, or better, does anyone actually know, or have any literature bearing on the issue? 
 
Finally, if anyone has a Paulson-style collet-holding tailstock that is a bit loose on their lathe bed and too tall to 
line up with their headstock, I would be happy to give it a proper home. 
 
Tom Hammond 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Readers’ Feedback  
 
James Dill responds to a query concerning the existence of any machinery from the South Bend Watch 
Company Factory.  He owns a machine that looks like the staff turning machine pictured on page 29, of the 
Lindsay reprint “Methods Employed by the South Bend Watch Company”, circa 1912.  His machine is for 
center grinding but it does have a similar base casting to the staff turning machine.  Could this be a machine that 
escaped the scrap yard when the South Bend Watch Factory closed?  (See: Tool Enthusiast’s Round-Up, Fall 
2009)  
 

 
 

Grinding Machine from the South Bend Watch Company? 
 



 
In addition to the grinding machine, Mr. Dill collects watch factory tools and thought members might be 
interested in the following pictures of a staff turning machine.   It came from the Elgin watch Company factory 
and was made by the Waltham Machine Works of Waltham, Mass. . 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

What Is It? 
 

Mark Fulmer sends us several pictures of a “What Is It Tool”.  At first it looks like a machine part from a cash 
register … a slot machine…or …maybe …a typewriter?  but it is stamped “SWISS” and was previously owned 
by a watchmaker who did gear cutting.  It has a ratchet assembly and Mark wonders if it could be some type of 
tool to sharpening gear cutters…OK ….MEMBERS …….do you have a better explanation! 
 

                                     



                          
 
 
 

Request for Assistance 
 

Can anyone identify the builder of this machine?  It was purchased by one of our members at the NAWCC 
Regional near Chicago.  When purchased, it was in a large plastic tub and disassembled.  It had gone through 
two owners who intended to restore it but lost interest and some of the parts.    It appears to be a pinion or wheel 
cutting machine with 5 cutter heads.  The machine is unmarked but the screw threads of the bolts indicate that it 
is American made; the gear cutter spindles take a ¼ inch gear cutter.   Can anyone identify the maker of this 
machine or does anyone have an identical machine that could show the missing parts?  The blue metal hammer 
paint is new and the tool appears to have been painted black.  Any information please contact the editor. 
 

       
 
 

 



Upcoming Features 
 

A Visit with J. M. Wild – Horological Tool Maker 
The Escapement Depthing Tool 

The Uprighting Tool 
Traditional Methods to Make Hairsprings 

 
==================================================================== 

 
Classified Advertising 

 
Each paid member is allowed one for sale or wanted classified ad in the Tool Enthusiasts’ Round-Up 
newsletter.  Please try to limit your add to 25 words or less.  For bigger and more interesting objects, you may 
include a photograph, but these will only be published if we have extra space available. Please send your ad 
copy to: Bruce Forman, Editorial Director, 234 Eagle Ridge Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46385, (219) 763-4748, 
email: forman21@netzero.net 
 
Wanted 
Derbyshire Elect model lathe attachments- pivot polisher, screw cutting attachment, roller file rest, and screw 
feed tailstock - will trade - for sale: tools from the Elgin watch factory, lathes, grinders, millers, etc…some 
made by American Watch Tool.  J. Dill, 2117 22nd St. Road, Greeley, Co. 80634, Tel: 970-353-8561. 
 
For Sale 
NOW AVAILABLE ONCE AGAIN “THE WATCHMAKERS STAKING TOOL”  BY PERKINS & 
LUCCINA, $35.00 Postpaid, send remittance to, Ronald G. Bechler, 726 Royal Glen Drive, San Jose, CA  
95133-1446, (408) 926-3212 
 

 
 
American Watch Tool lathe, length of bed 28”, swing is 7”, Includes compound slide and one 3WO Hardinge 
collet.  Chuck in tailstock not included. $450.  Deena Mack, 644 Geise Rd. Attica, NY 14011, 585-591-1343. 
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